Efﬁcient Shop
E

very article I’ve seen describing the wiring of a shop
for both 120 volts and 240V uses separate cables
for each voltage, which is a signiﬁcant waste of
time, effort and cable. Here I describe how a single
cable can be used to provide both 120V and 240V
service to a single two-gang wall box.
For many home woodworkers this wiring method
is an easier, less expensive way to add 240V service
to an existing 120V shop.
I describe only the connection scheme, and
appropriate plugs and receptacles here. You
should consult one of the many home wiring books carried at home centers for basic
wiring instructions. I strongly suggest those
inexperienced with electrical wiring practices (or those who aren’t up-to-date on their
local electrical codes) to contact a licensed
electrician instead of attempting this on their
own. Wiring requires a certain expertise.
The key to this system is the same technique
employed for wiring an electric dryer or range, which
uses a single cable to provide both 240V for the heating elements and 120V for the lights and motor: a
three-wire-plus-ground cable. Using dedicated 240V
circuits for heavy-current machines such as cabinet
saws, planers, shapers, etc. is a very conservative
approach for a one-man shop where only one heavy
machine is in use at a time.
In my shop I employ a single 20-amp circuit to
feed all the 120V and 240V machinery, plus a second 240V, 20-amp, two-conductor cable to feed the
central dust collector. The use of a two-wire cable
is permissible for 240V circuits if you color the
white wire with a black or red magic marker at the
connection points to indicate it is “hot.” A second
by Bruce D. Wedlock
Bruce is a registered professional electrical engineer, an author
of electrical engineering textbooks and a retired lecturer from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He practices woodworking in North Reading, Massachusetts. He can be reached at
wedlock@alum.mit.edu.
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FIGURE A: Here are 240
volt (right) and 120V
(left), 20-amp receptacles.

Wiring

A single cable provides
120-volt and 240V service.
three-wire cable provides dual 120V 20-amp circuits to
round out the shop installation. These principles can
be extended to multiple machine circuits, including
automating the dust collector. (See “Easy Automatic
Dust Control” on page XX.)
If the 120V receptacles are located in an unﬁnished
space (garage or basement), the National Electric
Code requires ground fault circuit interrupter
(GFCI) protection. You should check with your
town’s wiring inspector to see if your speciﬁc
shop space requires GFCI receptacles. If it does,
you will need a GFCI receptacle for each 120V
outlet. If GFCI-protected 120V circuits are
required, it may be more economical to run
separate, conventional two-conductor circuits; one for 240V and one for 120V. The
120V circuit can then be protected with a single GFCI breaker and employ conventional
receptacles. In that case you may want to use
separate wall boxes for each voltage to reduce
the wiring load in a box.

Component Selection

FIGURE B: Here is
an example of the
120V/240V wiring for a
two-gang box. Leave at
least a foot of cable in
the box to allow for the
accordion folding so
the receptacles can be
easily connected to the
wires and then pushed
into the wall box.

Heavy-duty commercial, “spec” or industrial-grade
duplex receptacles should be used for shop applications; avoid residential or contractor grade units.
Duplex receptacles rated for 20 amps at 125V are
readily available. But 250V, 20-amp receptacles commonly found at home centers only have single outlets.
Duplex 250V 20-amp receptacles are available, but
you will probably have to go to an electrical supply
house to obtain them.
Duplex receptacles provide twice as many outlet
connections with no extra work so are well worth
the effort to locate. Like clamps, you can’t have too
many outlets. The Leviton No. 5462 is a duplex 250V,
20-amp receptacle available in brown or ivory. You will
also need 250V male plugs for your machines. These are
available at home centers, and come in 15- and 20-amp
versions, which have different pin shapes, but either plug
will insert into a 20-amp receptacle. I recommend the
15-amp plug for maximum ﬂexibility. You might also want
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FIGURE C: Here is a schematic diagram of the 120V/240V
electrical connections from the breaker panel to the
duplex outlets in a wall box.

to purchase a matching 15-amp
female connector and 14-gauge
rubber covered cable to make a
240V extension cord. This cable
should be two wires plus ground.
When buying receptacles, be
sure to obtain units that can be
backwired. It will greatly simplify
your installation work. Backwiring means that you simply strip off
a 1 ⁄2" length of insulation, insert
the bare wire into a hole in the
back of the receptacle and fasten
it by tightening the corresponding
screw. This is much easier than
wrapping the bare wire around
the screws, especially when making multiple connections in a wall
box. Note: Early versions of backwired receptacles made the connection by spring pressure only.
This type has been discontinued
and is illegal for 20 amps in some
locations. Be sure your backwired
receptacles clamp the wire by
tightening screws.
I ﬁnd the two-gang PVC box
most convenient for housing
receptacles, but get the 23 ⁄4"-deep
model. The shallow boxes won’t
hold the necessary wire and heavyduty receptacles. These boxes are
available for new work (when the
studs are accessible) and old work
(where sheetrock covers the studs).
The latter are easily secured to the
sheetrock surrounding the hole
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FIGURE D: Here is a schematic
diagram of the wall box electrical connections for dual 120V,
20-amp circuits.

cut for the box. If you’re working
with conduit, again get a deep box
combination. A 21 ⁄4" box with a
1 ⁄ 2" cover will handle the receptacles and wiring.

Wiring a Wall Box
For Machines
For 120V/240V shop applications I
use three-wire 12 gauge nonmetallic (NM) sheathed cable, which
is suitable for 20-amp circuits,
and common-trip, two-pole, 20amp circuit breakers. The cable
actually contains four conductors, three insulated, colored red,
black and white, plus a bare copper
ground conductor. The white conductor is called the “neutral” while
the bare copper wire is called the
“ground.”
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All neutral and ground conductors are connected to the
neutral bus bar in the main service breaker panel. The red and
black conductors are connected
to the circuit breaker terminals
and carry the “live” voltages. A
connection between the red and
black conductors supplies 240V;
a connection between the white
and either the red or black conductor will provide 120V. So this
single cable carries both voltages
to the wall box receptacles.
In my shop, the wiring is all
concealed behind walls, so NM
cable is appropriate. If your shop
has exposed wall wiring, use metal
or plastic conduit on the exposed
walls where the wiring is subject
to physical damage.

The 120V/240V wall box connections are illustrated in Figure
C, shown above. I prefer to make
the through connections between
the input and output cables in a
backwired connection clamped
by a single screw. The pigtail to
feed the 120V receptacle’s brass
screw is backwired to the remaining screw on the black side of the
240V receptacle. Note: The white
or neutral wire is only used for the
120V outlets and must always be
connected to the silver screw. Photographs of the actual wiring is
shown in Figure B, on page XX.
Ground connections are not
backwired; they are made to the
green, hexagonal screws, and must
be wrapped clockwise around the
screw head. The three ground

wires in the box are ﬁnally connected using a wire nut. When
making these pigtail connections
between the receptacles, you will
ﬁnd it convenient to temporarily
attach the receptacles to the wall
cover plate to hold them in the
proper relationship while fastening these wires.

Additional 120V Circuits
It is good practice to have additional 120V circuits in your shop.
Lights should never be on the same
circuit as machines or they will
dim when machines start. If you
use appliances such as glue pots,
hot plates, coffee pots, etc., which
can be in continuous operation,
they should also have a separate
120V circuit. These might be on
when machines are also in use,
leading to a tripped breaker if not
on a separate circuit.
The good news is that if you
add a 120V circuit, the use of 12-3
NM cable will permit two independent 20-amp circuits in one 4"
wall box as illustrated in Figure D
(at left). The connections at the
breaker box are the same.
For safety, you must use common-trip, two-pole, 20-amp breakers to ensure all power to a wall
box is off when the breaker is off.
In the wall box, the neutral white
wires are connected to the silver
screws on the receptacles, and the
black and red wires to the respective brass screws. The ground connections are the same. Again,
this connection will not operate
with GFCI protection unless each
receptacle is GFCI. PW
Special thanks to Greg Hyland, who
served as technical editor for this article. President of Cincinnati-based
Cooper Electric, Hyland has been in
the electrical trade for 35 years and
holds Electrical Contractor licenses
in Ohio and Kentucky, as well as
Master Electrician licensed in ﬁve
local jurisdictions.

EASY AUTOMATIC DUST CONTROL
When I installed my central dust collection system,
I wanted automatic control. Turn on a machine and
the collector comes on; turn off the machine and
the collector goes off. No extra wiring, no klutzy
strings and no “garage door opener” to misplace.
The answer is a $50 unit called the Automater (R.F.
St. Louis 800-526-0602 or search online for “Automater”). It’s the size of a deck of cards and neatly
installs in a two-gang 21 ⁄ 4" metal handy box connected to your breaker panel with a nipple.
The Automater provides an adjustable turn-on
delay to stagger the starting current surges of the
machine and collector motors, plus a turn-off delay
to clear the ducts. For a central dust collector installation you want the Model DC-2400. The schematic
wiring diagram for the Automater is shown in Figure
E (below). Note that the white wire from the 12-2 NM
cable connected to the dust collector breaker has
been colored black to indicate it is hot. A similar coloring is made in the connection box at the collector.
The Automater senses the current in the red
machine conductor. When 3.5 amps is detected, it
activates the dust collector by closing the T4 and
T5 switch contacts. Hence, whenever a machine
connected to the red conductor is turned on, the
collector comes on after a few-second adjustable
delay. When the machine is turned off, the collector
stops after a similar delay. The commercial-grade
SPST (single pole, single throw) switch wired to the
T4 and T5 contacts permits the dust collector to be
turned on manually without running a machine. This
switch can be located at any convenient location in
the shop. Connect to the Automater with 12-2 NM
cable with white lead colored black.

The 120V/240V connection shown in Figure C
(at left) used the black conductor to feed the 120V
receptacle. However, if instead the red conductor
were used to feed the 120V receptacle, then any tool
plugged into that 120V outlet drawing a 3.5-amp
current will also turn on the dust collector. So by
feeding your 120V router table and chop saw outlets, for example, from the red conductor, they will
also automatically control the dust collector.
The deciding factor whether or not a 120V receptacle connection controls the collector is whether it
is fed from the red or black conductor. A single 120V
duplex receptacle can also have it both ways. If the
small tab between the two brass screws is broken
off, then one 120V outlet can be connected to the
black wire (no control) and the other connected to
the red wire (control).
The single-cable connection scheme I’ve
described can be expanded to larger shops by adding additional 20-amp breakers and woodworking machinery circuits. Automated dust collection
will require a separate Automater for each breaker
circuit with all the T4 and T5 switch terminals connected together, respectively. In that way whenever
any machine is on, the dust collector will operate.
The Automater will also work with 240V threephase machines. One only needs to feed one of
the machine conductors through the T1 and T2
sensing contacts and connect either of the remaining machine conductors to the T3 terminal. When a
machine is turned on, the T4 and T5 switch contacts
will close. However, if the dust collector is also
three-phase, an auxiliary relay will be needed to
switch the collector’s power.
– BW
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FIGURE E: Shown here is a schematic of connections for automatic dust collector control. Note the white 12-2 NM
conductor has been colored black to identify both conductors as hot. The ground wiring is omitted for clarity.
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